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A B S T R A C T

Scaled model tests are important for the development and validation of floating offshore wind turbines. However,
it has been found that Reynolds number dissimilitude between scales deteriorates the aerodynamic performance
of floating offshore wind turbines when using model test investigation methodologies. To overcome this chal-
lenge, a semi-submersible floating offshore wind turbine model test with two different solutions, namely a
geometrically matched blade model and a performance-matched blade model, was conducted in a wind/wave
basin. Subsequently, a series of comparisons of the dynamical characteristics of these two models were made to
clarify the respective validity of the two models and provide references for future floating offshore wind turbine
model optimization. It is found that both model methods are capable of reflecting the essential dynamical
characteristics but there are some differences in system eigenfrequencies and response amplitudes. Compared
with the geometrically matched blade model, the performance-matched blade model has enhanced aerodynamic
performance. Nevertheless, the overweight blades within the performance-matched blade model yields inevitable
discrepancies compared with the original design.

1. Introduction

As climate change issues worsen with environmental pollution as a
result of fossil energy usage, the development of offshore wind turbines
has quickened in recent decades. Generally, offshore wind turbines are
divided into two categories (Jeon et al., 2013), namely, bottom-mounted
offshore wind turbines and floating offshore wind turbines (hereafter,
FOWTs). Compared with the bottom-mounted turbines, which are usu-
ally limited to water depths of 30m, FOWTs are capable of taking
advantage of stronger and steadier wind resources in deeper water re-
gions for more economical applications (Muliawan et al., 2013; Ma et al.,
2015).

The dynamical properties of FOWTs are nonlinear and multi-
disciplinary (Coulling et al., 2013), including aerodynamics, hydrody-
namics, structural dynamics, control algorithms and power electronics.
Currently, model tests in wind/wave basins are still an irreplaceable
study method for FOWTs. Compared with onsite measurements for
full-scale demonstrations, scaled model tests have fewer risks, require
less time and resources, and demonstrate better controls and repeatable

environmental conditions. Compared with numerical simulations, results
from model tests are usually more feasible, and even numerical tools
occasionally are verified using experimental results (Dunbar et al., 2015).

To date, a series of FOWT model tests have been conducted world-
wide (Duan et al., 2016a; Koo et al., 2014; Wan et al., 2015). Unfortu-
nately, unlike conventional offshore structure experiments that only
apply Froude scaling scheme, Reynolds scaling is also a significant
requirement for FOWT model tests, because aerodynamic loads are
highly dependent on the Reynolds number. However, it is well known
that the simultaneous maintenance of both Froude and Reynolds scaling
in basin tests is impossible. Nevertheless, when applying only Froude
scaling, the Reynolds number will decrease from full scale to model scale,
insomuch that the thrust force, the rotor torque and the power of the
FOWTmodel will be substantially lower than the desired (Martin, 2011).
Additional details regarding this phenomenon will be discussed in sec-
tions 2.1 and 2.2.

Currently, there are a small number of solutions for the Reynolds
number dissimilitude problem in FOWT model tests. These solutions can
be roughly categorized into four types, namely, the ‘wind discs model
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method’, ‘adjustable wind speed method’, ‘roughened blade leading edge
method’ and ‘redesigned performance-matched blade method’, which
are discussed below:

(1) Wind discs model method (Wan et al., 2014): a turbine rotor is
modelled as a stationary disc, and different size discs are utilized
to emulate different aerodynamic loads on the rotor in different
conditions. For example, a small disc is used in low-wind-speed
operating conditions or the rotor-park conditions, but a large
disc is used in high-wind-speed operating conditions. In spite of
the thrust force being properly emulated, other aerodynamic
properties, such as aerodynamic torque, gyroscopic effects, aero-
dynamic damping effects, etc., are generally emulated improperly.

(2) Adjustable wind speed method (Martin et al., 2014): a straight-
forward method to adjust wind speed to match the desired thrust
force in model tests. However, the changes of model wind speed
could exert an undesirable excess drag on irrotational structures
(e.g. the tower or nacelle). Moreover, aerodynamic torque is still
improper between scales.

(3) Roughened blades leading edge method (Martin, 2011): the
leading edges of the blades are roughened, and the boundary layer
(which is attached to the airfoil surface) is switched from laminar
to turbulent flow to improve the lift and drag coefficient in
low-Reynolds number model conditions. However, this method
has a marginal effect on the improvement of the aerodynamic
performance and yields some erratic performances in blade
aerodynamic loads concomitantly.

(4) Redesigned performance-matched blades method (Martin et al.,
2014): in 2011, the DeepCwind Consortium and the University of
Maine carried out a series of FOWT model tests at the MARIN
(Marine Research Institute Netherland) offshore basin for the OC4
project (Robertson et al., 2013). During the tests, Martin et al.
(2014) found that the aerodynamic performance of geometrically

similar blades was dissatisfactory using the ‘adjustable wind speed
method’ or ‘roughened blade leading edge method’ in
low-Reynolds number model environments. Afterwards, they
proposed the ‘performance-matched blades’ concept to improve
aerodynamic performances for scaled FOWT model tests. In this
method, the shape of the blade section is redesigned to match the
desired aerodynamic performance in low-Reynolds number model
environments. This concept was implemented in 2013, and some
of the anterior FOWT model tests have been re-conducted at the
MARIN (Goupee et al., 2014). In the same year, geometrically
similar blades and redesigned performance-matched blades were
also applied to a spar-type and semi-submersible FOWTmodel test
at the SJTU (Shanghai Jiao Tong University) Deepwater Offshore
Basin (Duan et al., 2016b)

Although the observed aerodynamic performance was improved
using the performance-matched model blades, the model blades were
inevitably overweight relative to the design specifications both inMARIN
and SJTU model tests (Duan et al., 2016b; Goupee et al., 2014; Gueydon,
2016), whichmay induce a change in the dynamical characteristics of the
FOWT models. Both the ‘adjustable wind speed method’ with geomet-
rically matched (geometrically similar) blades and the ‘redesigned
performance-matched blades method’ have their own known respective
disadvantages. The ‘adjustable wind speed method’ with geometrically
matched blades was applied to most of the previous FOWT model tests,
and the ‘redesigned performance-matched blades method’ is a relatively
new concept. Hence, the dynamical characteristics of the FOWT models

Table 1
Froude scaling of the experimental parameters.

Parameters Unite Scaling factor

Length m λ
Time s λ0.5

Frequency 1/s or rad/s λ�0.5

Mass kg λ3

Force N λ3

Moment N.m λ4

Acceleration m/s2 1
Velocity m/s λ0.5

Angle � 1

Fig. 1. Comparison of the aerodynamic coefficients (Fowler et al., 2013).

Fig. 2. Comparison of (a) performance-matched blades and (b) geometrically
matched blades.
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